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SUMMARY In this paper, we suggest a new technology called Content
Anycasting, and we show our design and evaluation of it. Content Any-
casting shows how to utilize the capabilities of one of the candidate future
Internet technologies that is the Flow-based network as in OpenFlow to giv-
ing new opportunities to the future internet that are currently not available.
Content Anycasting aims to provide more flexible and dynamic redirection
of contents. This would be very useful in extending the content server’s ca-
pacity by enabling it to serve more clients, and in improving the response
of the P2P networks by reducing the time of joining P2P networks. This
method relies on three important ideas which are; the content based net-
working, decision making by the network in a similar manner to anycast,
and the participation of user clients in providing the service. This is done
through the use of the flow-based actions in flow-based network and having
some modifications to the content server and client.
key words: future Internet, content delivery networks, content based net-
working, anycast

1. Introduction

At the beginning of the Internet, it served the role of de-
livering contents using the simple client server model. But
as time passes number of users grew fast, also the users’
needs became broader and more diverse, specially with the
introduction of new technologies, services and with the so-
cial changes that followed the wide adoption of the Internet.
As shown by studies in AKARI [8] that the traffic size in-
creases by factor of 1.7 every year. This led to an increase
in server loads, causing many difficulties for the current de-
livery models to cope with.

Many solutions were proposed to solve the server over-
loading problem like increasing the bandwidth link, having
redundant servers with load balancers or using Content De-
livery Network concept which was introduced to solve the
server overload problem and to provide high availability of
the contents. And to enable the CDN many technologies
were introduced like the Anycast [11] and Peer to Peer net-
works as in [9]. Anycast works by using the routers to
deliver packets to one host out of a group of hosts; that is
the nearest host to the sender based on routing information
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and metrics. In case of the Peer to Peer networks, it makes
use of part of user’s resources voluntary provided to con-
tribute in providing contents to other users. However, both
of those two technologies; the Anycast and Peer to Peer has
it’s own limitations, which will be discussed in some details
in Sect. 2.

All of those solutions except for Peer to Peer have to
be implemented on the server side leaving it more compli-
cated. While on the other hand, (the clients side) clients are
having stable internet connections with considerably high
bandwidth specially with the introduction of the Fiber To
The Building FTTB and the Fiber To The House FTTH, as
an example in Japan the number of FTTH users exceeds the
number of DSL users as shown in [7]. The thing that created
a kind of imbalance between the server side and the client
side.

Many researches have been done to solve the overload-
ing problem of the servers as in [14], which does so by pro-
viding new clients with list of other clients that are getting
the same content that the new client is interested in. After
that the new client have to decide which client form that list
to communicate with by sending pings to all of the clients
in that list and choosing the best client based on the results
of the pings.

Meanwhile, in the future internet research as in
FIND [5] and GENI [6] in the United States, AKARI [8] in
Japan, FIF [4] in Korea, and EIFFEL [3] in Europe, where
researchers from all over the world are studying challenges
of the current Internet and are proposing ways to study and
solve those challenges. Many efforts have been done in de-
veloping and improving the flow based networks; one of
the current researches, that is mainly aiming to enable re-
searchers to run their experiments using flow-based tech-
nology on the actual production networks which is Open-
Flow [10].

OpenFlow is a part of Stanford University’s clean slate
project. It enables more freedom and flexibility in decision
making by splitting the decision making or routing from
packet forwarding. According to OpenFlow decision mak-
ing can be done and modified freely by the OpenFlow con-
troller according to layer 2, 3 and VLAN headers while the
forwarding is still done by routers or switches in addition
to their original functionality. This freedom and flexibility
enables it to play an important role in developing the future
internet.

This paper suggests a new technology called content
anycasting and shows its design and mechanism. Content
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Anycasting shows how to utilize the capabilities of one of
the candidate future Internet technologies that is the Flow-
based network as in OpenFlow to giving new opportunities
to the future internet that are currently not available. It aims
to provide a more flexible, dynamic way of redirection, to tip
off the imbalance between the server side and the client side,
to improve the content server side by increasing the number
of clients that the server can serve, to decrease the joining
time of the P2P networks, and to have a faster response. This
is done through the help of some functionalities that some
of the flow-based technologies provide; as in OpenFlow.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We first explain about the motivation for our research in
Sect. 2. We then show and illustrate our design of the Con-
tent Anycasting redirection system showing its components
and its content requesting method in Sect. 3. We then show
how Content Anycasting can be utilized to implement a pop-
ular large file distribution system in Sect. 4. Also, in Sect. 5
we show how Content Anycasting can be used to make an
enhanced P2P network. After that, future works are shown
in Sect. 6. Finally we conclude our work in Sect. 7.

2. Motivation

Current internet relies on the server/client model and the
Peer to Peer model to provide service. Also various kinds
of CDNs are used to overcome the server overloading prob-
lem. However many of the technologies used helped to cre-
ate the imbalance between the server side and the client side.
Not to mention that each of those technologies has its own
limitations.

As an example, the anycast CDNs depends on having
multiple fixed and pre-located replica servers. Moreover, it
depends on the routing protocols to operate and this forces
it to comply with the rules and delays of those routing pro-
tocols. As a result; anycast lacks the flexibility and the dy-
namicity of changing upon need, and requires more than one
server to operate. While in case of P2P networks, they have
limitations caused by their overlay nature the thing that im-
poses more communication in order to find the desired con-
tents, locate other peers that already have that content, and
get the content. Also, P2P networks lacks the knowledge of
the network topology, which results in either poor decision
making, or requiring extra phases or steps for the decision
making.

And if we take a closer look at the strength points of
Anycast and Peer to Peer technologies we will find that Any-
cast strength lies behind that its redirection decision-making
is done by the network; that means that the network equip-
ment like the routers are the ones who will decide where the
packet will be sent to (to which node), while the strength
point of the Peer to Peer networks lies in the contribution of
users. Combining those two strength points along with the
idea of content based networking shown in [12], [13] looks
very promising, by having the decision making done by the
network based on both regular addressing and content ad-
dressing and having users contributing in providing service.

Specially, that nowadays many users have a stable internet
connection with great capacities.

So we suggested a new technology, and designed it
to make a more efficient use of the overall bandwidth by
reducing load off the server links and distributing it to
clients links, in a way that is more dynamic than the any-
cast through depending on flow-based networks and thus not
having to comply to routing delays and back-offs, with less
overhead than Peer to Peer networks by making clients able
to get their desired contents without doing extra phase and
thus relieving them from the burden of finding contents or
peers. However content anycasting requires some changes
to the network, the content server and client.

3. The Content Anycasting Redirection System

3.1 Content Anycasting System Overview

The proposed Content Anycasting system consists of con-
tent server, anycast manager, Flow-based routers or switches
like an OpenFlow routers or switches and user clients (see
Fig. 1).

3.1.1 Content Server

The content server is almost a regular content server that
provides contents like large files or videos. Usually servers
keep track of current user clients that are getting contents;
also the content server must be modified to keep track of its
current user clients upload capabilities. Where the upload
capabilities are extracted form the first packet (START) of
the Probe protocol (see Sect. 3.2.2). The use of the upload
capabilities shows in finding out the number of new user
clients that the current user client can serve - that is the num-
ber of redirections. This means that the content server will
have a list of tuples (current client IP, upload capabilities),
where each of those tuples will be used only once in creating
a redirection request (see Fig. 2.) or part of it and then it will
be discarded or moved to another list. By doing so the con-
tent serve assures that each client will serve the a suitable
number of other clients based on the upload capabilities that
the client have provided, since that no other part of the redi-
rection system will manipulate the number of redirections
after it has been decided by the content server using the up-
load capabilities that the client have declared in the probe
protocol. And in order for a client to be involved in serving
other clients after it did so in a previous time, it has to send a

Fig. 1 System overview.
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Fig. 2 redirection request example.

new START packet either for a new content or for the same
content, which will be used again by the content server to
create another redirection request, and so on.

Also the content server is responsible for signing all of
it’s contents. The signing process is done by dividing the file
to logical chunks, signing one chink periodically (e.g. sign-
ing the 100th chunk for every 100 chunk), and appending
the signature of that chunk to the end of it. In more de-
tails of the process of signing one chunk; it is similar to any
digital signature process. It is done by running a hashing al-
gorithm on the desired chunk to get a relatively small value
which will be encrypted by the private key of an asymmetric
encryption to generate the signature of the chunk. However
the exact details of this process of signing contents is left
for the content server operator to choose, for example type
of asymmetric encryption and the period for signing a chunk
and so on.

Moreover, each content in the content server must have
a unique identifier, and the content server must manage the
set of identifiers for the contents it serves.

The content server must be modified so that it sends a
redirection request to the anycast manager in order to ini-
tiate the redirection. This should be done when the server
reaches some threshold or condition. However, specifying
this threshold or condition is left to the operators of the con-
tent server, so that each content server can choose the thresh-
old that suits it, for example number of user clients or avail-
able bandwidth for the server, etc.. This redirection request
includes the contents’ ids and the list of user clients that are
currently getting this content and the number of redirections
for each one of them (See Fig. 2.).

3.1.2 Anycast Manager

The anycast manager is responsible for creating redirections
and managing those redirections. The redirection system
might require more than one anycast manager for example
one for each autonomous system, which means one anycast
manager for each network of independent organization that
implements BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) (see Fig. 3).

The first function that the anycast manager provides is
managing redirection requests which mean deciding which
is the best anycast manager to handle the redirection request
and forwarding the redirection request to it.

Fig. 3 An example of a redirection system with two autonomous systems
and two anycast managers.

Fig. 4 An example of the flow table entry generated by the redirection
controller.

The second function it provides is creating the redirec-
tion by sending instructions to all of the Flow-based routers
or switches present within the same autonomous system as
the anycast manager to redirect the content requests that are
originally sent to the content server to other user clients that
are within the same autonomous system as the requesting
client. In more details for the second function, the anycast
manager works as an OpenFlow controller, since OpenFlow
is chosen as the flow based technology used in this study.
Through acting as an OpenFlow controller the anycast man-
ager will be able to add the redirections (shown in Fig. 4)
to all of the OpenFlow routers or switches present within
the same autonomous system as the anycast manager, en-
abling them to redirect packets according to those redirec-
tions. And about redirections themselves, they are Open-
Flow’s flow-entries that are carried out by the OpenFlow
routers or switches to which they were sent and stored in
the flow tables. It should be noted that redirections have an
idle time out value, which means that the router or switch
that stores them will terminate those redirections after being
idle for a specified time. The idle time out value is impor-
tant to prevent old and unused redirections form residing on
the router or switch forever. Deciding the value for the time
out is the responsibility of the anycast manager. However,
studying the bases for choosing the idle time out value will
be carried out as part of the future works - see Sect. 6.

The third function the anycast manager provides, is
maintaining the redirections and terminating them. This can
be explained as follows. After the second function as ex-
plained in the previous paragraph is carried out, the anycast
manager creates a counter and stores it along with the redi-
rection and the number of redirections which was carried
in the redirection request. By doing so, the anycast man-
ager will have a list of tuples (redirection, counter, number
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of redirections). This list stores all of the currently used
redirections in the network along with their counters and
termination conditions (number of redirections). And ac-
cording to the redirection as shown in 4; whenever a redi-
rection is used by a Flow-based router or switch, the using
router or switch sends the header of the incoming match-
ing packet (content request) to the anycast manager. Then
the anycast manager increments the counter for the appro-
priate tuple that matches the received header, and when the
counter reaches up to the corresponding number of redirec-
tions value the anycast manager sends instructions to all of
the Flow-based routers or switches to terminate that redi-
rection. However, this method for terminating redirections
might not be the optimal one, but it is the best available us-
ing the current implementation of OpenFlow. This problem
is briefly discussed in Sect. 6 of the future works.

By implementing the previously described functional-
ities, there would be no need for the anycast manager to
keep track of and synchronise the flow table in each router
or switch, instead the router or switch is the one who reports
in case of a match to the anycast manager, who will in turn
terminate the redirection upon the need.

3.1.3 Flow-Based Routers or Switches

In case of our study we used OpenFlow as the chosen flow-
based technology due to its high flexibility and its wide
range of supported actions. The role of the OpenFlow
routers or switches is to perform the redirections that where
created by the anycast manager. As mentioned before that
the redirections are OpenFlow’s flow table entries, where
each incoming packet is checked if its destination IP address
and its content id matches the content server IP address (as a
destination IP) and the content id in one of the flow table en-
tries. And if a match occurs the Flow-based router or switch
uses one of the Openflow functionalities to change the des-
tination IP address in the first packet of the content request
from the IP address of the content server to the IP address
of a client within the same autonomous (current client) sys-
tem, where the special phases for requesting content will
be shown in Sect. 3.2. By doing so, the first packet of the
content request will be delivered to a client that lies within
the same autonomous system without any effort done by the
user clients.

3.1.4 User Clients

User clients in our system have a modified behavior that they
will act as servers for the contents they are currently getting
from the content server. Also the method of getting the con-
tent is different than the normal method as described below
- in Sect. 3.2.

3.2 Requesting Content

In order to make use of our system a special method for
getting the content is required. This new method is divided

into three phases; the first one is related to finding the con-
tent id, while the second is related to sending the content
request, and the third one aims to establish the connection
and downloading the content.

3.2.1 Phase 1: Getting Content ID

Before this phase begins the user client browses the content
server’s web pages looking for the contents that he is inter-
ested in. When the client finds the desired content that has
the content id as part of its URL, the client side software
(web browser for example) will store the content id in order
to use it in the second phase. Using the URL to hold the id
for the content was chosen in this study due to the ease of
use and integrating with other technologies like the World
Wide Web. Moreover contents like files or streams usually
have a special URL which make it easy to add their id to
their URL, also URLs will be preloaded; this is because the
URLs are usually part of web pages and thus there will be
no need for a special step in the Probe protocol to get the
content id, instead it will be extracted from the URLs that
were loaded in the previous page.

3.2.2 Phase 2: Content Request

This phase takes place after the client gets the content id
and before starting to download the content. In this phase a
3 way handshake is used. And in order to enable this, a new
“Probe protocol” is introduced (see Fig. 5).

The probe protocol is similar to the UDP, but have a
new protocol number which make it a new protocol that is
different form the regular UDP protocol. According to the
Probe protocol the source port and destination ports are still
used to distinguish the applications, however their position
in the Probe protocol’s header is different than that of the
regular UDP protocol. In addition to the source and destina-
tion port the content id field of 32 bit is used for the redirec-
tion, where the content id is used along with the IP address
of the content server to identify contents. To explain more;
the scope where the content ids have to be unique is within
each content server. This means that content id have to be
unique only within the same content server and that contents
with the same content ids can exist within different content
server. This content id is used in the process of the redirec-
tion that is done by the OpenFlow routers or switches.

Also an IP address field is added so that the packet

Fig. 5 The Probe header (modified UDP), where the highlighting shows
the modified fields.
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sender uses this field to tell the other part of the communica-
tion about its IP address in case of the ACK packet, while in
case of the START packet the sender will place the content
server IP address in it so that the receiver can use it to dis-
tinguish if the packet have been redirected by the network
or not by comparing it against the destination IP address of
the IP header.

In addition to those fields there is also, the “Upload Ca-
pability Fraction” and the “Upload Capability Multiplier”,
which will be filled by the sending client when sending
START packet. Those two fields are useful for the content
server to extract the upload capabilities of the sending client
by multiplying them, while if the receiver is a client (as a
result for a redirection) then it will ignore those values. And
finally it has Xid or the transaction id which will store a
value like a time stamp that will be used to assure the con-
sistency of the 3 way handshaking of the probe protocol.

Also the probe protocol header has two other fields; the
“Number of File Chunks” and “Period of Signed Chunk”,
that will be used in the START/ACK packet of the probe
packet handshake, thus they will be filled up by the content
server or the current client (the current client will fill it up
with values it got form the content server after connecting
to it in the first place). And the new client is the one who
will use them as explained in Sect. 3.2.3. As their names
indicate, the Number of File Chunks holds the number of
logical chunks the content file is divided. While, the Period
of Signed Chunk holds the number of chunks that the con-
tent server counts to reach a chunk that should be signed.

According to the Probe protocol, the client initiates this
probe handshake by sending a START packet that contains
the content id in it along with the server IP address in the
probes IP field. This packet will be redirected by the Open-
Flow switches or routers to another client (the current client)
(as explained in Sect. 3.1.3). And in response to this initia-
tion the other client (current client) that received the packet
will respond with START/ACK packet that contains its own
IP address in the probe header’s IP field to be used later by
the receiving part (the new client). Finally the new client
will respond by acknowledging the received acknowledge-
ment (ACK/ACK) so that the other client (current client)
knows that his packet was received.

3.2.3 Phase 3: Getting the Content

At this time the new client realizes that it has been redi-
rected to another client and initiates a TCP session using the
IP address of the other client (current client) it received in
the second phase directly without relying on the redirection
system. Figure 6 (a) shows the Probe’s 3 way handshake and
the TCP session in case of a match (see Fig. 6 (a)).

However, the method of requesting content adopts the
same best effort security measure as in the current client
server model. And thus, the new client is not protected from
receiving packets form an eavesdropper, same as the case
of current client server model. And for that reason, a new
mechanism is designed to enable the user client to detect if

the content that it receives is the original content (i.e. the
one form the content server), regardless of the place it cur-
rently getting the content from (e.g. from another client or
from the content server). This mechanism makes use of the
signed content (as explained in Sect. 3.1.1). According to
this mechanism, the TCP session has two states; untrusted
and trusted. When the TCP session starts it will be in the
untrusted state, in this state the application have to keep
checking if it received a signed chunk or not. If a signed
chunk is received, the receiver have to check if the signature
was made by the content server it self (by calculating the
hash value for that chunk and comparing it with the value
obtained by decrypting the signature using the public key
of the content server). After that, if the signed chuck was
found authentic (singed by the content server) the applica-
tion will change the state of the TCP session to trusted and
continue using the session. On the other hand, if the appli-
cation does not find a signed chunk after waiting for three
periods of signed chunks it will terminate the TCP session
and discard all of the chunks it have received through this
session, because there might be a chance that the other part
of this TCP session (client or server) is sending a tampered
version of the content.

Using the Probe protocol the role of the redirection sys-
tem is minimized to modifying one packet for each content
request’s probe that has a matching redirection, otherwise
the system will treat the content request in a traditional man-
ner and send it directly to the content server (see Fig. 6 (b)).

3.3 Steps for Using Content Anycasting

First, Fig. 7 (a) show the content server, anycast manager,
client A which is currently downloading the desired content,
client B which is a new client that is interested in download-
ing the same content and an OpenFlow router shown as the
circle in the figure.

In step 1 the content server sends a redirection request
to the anycast manager. In step 2 the anycast manager ana-
lyzes the request and prepares the required redirections and

(a) Content request in case of
redirection.

(b) Content request in case
of no redirection.

Fig. 6 Content request handshake.
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(a) System initiation. (b) Content requesting. (c) Getting the content. (d) Getting the content in
case of enhanced P2P.

Fig. 7 Steps for using content anycasting.

sends them to the OpenFlow router. And in step 3 the Open-
Flow router saves the redirection, which is an OpenFlow ta-
ble entry to its flow table.

While for the case of multiple autonomous systems (as
in Fig. 3); the content server sends the redirection request
to the anycast manager present within its same autonomous
system. In case of Fig. 3 the content server will send one
redirection request that has all of the current clients to the
anycast manager in autonomous system 1 (AS1). Then the
anycast manager in AS1 looks up the autonomous system
for each of the clients IP’s contained in the redirection re-
quest (presuming that anycast manager has the ability to
look up in which autonomous system each IP address is
present). After that, the anycast manager of AS1 groups the
clients according to their autonomous system, and places
each group within a new redirection request. Then it sends
each of the new redirection requests to the anycast manager
that is responsible of the autonomous system of that group.
As an example, in Fig. 3 the anycast manager of AS1 re-
ceives the redirection request and groups the IPs that are
located in autonomous system 2, and sends a new redirec-
tion request to the anycast manager of AS2 that has only IPs
of clients in AS2. After that, each of the anycast managers
in AS1 and AS2 will follow step 2 and 3 as explained for
Fig. 7 (a) in the previous paragraph, by creating redirections
(that has IPs of clients within the same autonomous sys-
tem) and sending those redirections to all of the OpenFlow
routers or switches within that autonomous system. Finally,
each anycast manager carries out all of the following steps
of this section locally.

Next, Fig. 7 (b) shows phase 2 of the content request. In
Fig. 7 (b) step 1 client B sends the Probe protocol’s START
handshake that contains the content id. In step 2 the Open-
Flow router redirects the packet sent by client B to go to
client A instead of the content server, using the manner ex-
plained in Sect. 3.1.3. But in case of not finding a matching
redirection the router will process the packet in the conven-
tional way by sending the packet to the content server. Then
in step 3 client A will acknowledge the START of step 1.
And finally, client B will confirm that it received the ac-
knowledgement.

Finally, Fig. 7 (c) shows the third phase of requesting
the content; where client B and client A completes the hand-
shake of the Probe protocol. Then client A will start sending

the content to client B directly without using the redirection
on the router using a direct TCP session.

4. Popular Large File Distribution

In this section we will show how content anycasting can
be used to increase the number of clients getting the pop-
ular large file. This is done through having the content
server sending redirection request that has the IP address of
clients that are downloading the popular file from the con-
tent server. The scenario that shows how this works, is the
same as the steps shown in Sect. 3.3.

4.1 Evaluation of Using Content Anycasting in Popular
Large File Distribution System

In order to judge the effectiveness and advantages of using
Content Anycasting in building popular large file distribu-
tion system, we designed and implemented a simple sim-
ulator using Java programming language as a preliminary
method of evaluation. It is designed to compare the content
server load in case of using Anycasting as a method of con-
structing the Large file distribution system with the case of
using Content Anycasting for that purpose. In more detail
this simulator runs using a topology of 5 areas resembling 5
autonomous systems.

Then running simulation using anycasting with one
replica content server located in each one of the areas. This
resulted in 20% of the load being distributed on the 5 replica
servers (see Fig. 8).

And then we used the same topology to build a file
distribution system using content anycasting with only one
content server. Different cases were studied, where each
client is capable of serving 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 other clients
(see Fig. 8). This resulted in having the content server load
being 50%, 33%, 25% and 20% respectively for the previ-
ous mentioned cases (each client is capable of serving 1, 2,
3, 4 other clients).

This shows that using content anycasting is capable of
achieving the same load on one server rather than 5 in case
of anycasting if all of the clients were capable of serving 4
other clients.
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Fig. 8 The content server load in case of using current anycast, and con-
tent anycasting with 4 cases; where each client is capable of serving 1, 2,
3, 4 other clients.

5. Enhanced P2P Netwrok

In this section we will show how content anycasting can be
used to enhance the P2P network by decreasing the joining
delay of new clients and by making the management entity
of the P2P network more resilient to the flash crowds (large
number of clients’ requests in a short period of time) and
thus increasing its availability. To elaborate more about the
availability of of typical P2P management entity; in case
of BitTorrent, [15] shows that 45% of the trackers appears
to have an average uptime smaller than 1.5 days (tracker
is the central management entity/server for the BitTorrent
network).

This enhancement of the P2P network is done on the
assumptions that clients have a stable internet connection
with a high bandwidth (for example as a requirement by the
IPTV provider) and also that they are less likely to leave the
network (as in case of video stream of popular sport events).

This is done by having the clients reporting that they
have joined network to the server, so that the server will
know about all of the clients that are currently joining the
network even the clients that have joined after being redi-
rected and getting content by another client. And thus the
server can use those clients in order to make them server
others after checking the desired properties of the P2P net-
work like the depth of the P2P topology tree and sending the
appropriate ones in a redirection request to the anycast man-
ager. This will be illustrated in an example in the following
section (Sect. 5.1).

This has the advantage of bringing the construction of
the P2P network one step ahead. For example when a new
client wants to join the network it does not have to contact
the server to find which client to get the connection from,
instead the client request will be directly connected to the
client that he will be connecting to, and thus joining the
P2P network. And after the client joins the P2P network; he
will inform the server about joining the P2P network. This
means that the new client will first join the network and then
contacts the server. While in case of other P2P networks, the
new client have to contact the server before joining the net-
work.

5.1 Example of using Content Anycasting to Make an En-
hanced P2P Network

To elaborate how the content anycasting can be used to con-
struct and enhanced P2P network the same steps and ex-
planations used in Sect. 3.3 for Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7 (b) are
identical in case of the enhanced P2P network except for the
last figure, where Fig. 7 (d) shows the third phase of request-
ing the content; where client B and client A completes the
handshake of the Probe protocol. Then client B will send to
report to the server that it will join the P2P network through
client A as shown in step 1. And then client B will start re-
ceiving the content from client A directly without using the
redirection on the router using a direct TCP session in step
2.

5.2 Evaluation of using Content Anycasting to Make an
Enhanced Network

In order to judge the effectiveness and advantages of using
Content Anycasting in making an enhanced P2P network,
we designed and implemented a simple simulator as a pre-
liminary method of evaluation. This simulator was built us-
ing Java programming language. It is designed to compare
the content server load, and the overhead of joining the P2P
network in case of using a typical method of constructing the
P2P network (using a central management entity for the P2P
network) with the case of using Content Anycasting for that
purpose. In more detail this simulator runs using a topology
of 5 areas resembling 5 autonomous systems.

Which we will use to compare the overhead of joining
the P2P network for the regular P2P network construction
method with that of the enhanced P2P network using content
anycasting. And also we will use it to compare the server
load in case of flash crowd (large number of clients’ requests
content in a short period of time).

In order to assess the overhead of joining the P2P net-
work we counted the average total number of hops that the
clients’ request and their reply packets had to travel across
the network before the client is able to get the content. Fig-
ure 9 shows the results that we obtained by comparing the
case of regular methods of constructing a P2P network (us-
ing a central management entity for the P2P network) with
the case of using content anycasting (again with four cases
where each client serves 1, 2, 3, and 4 other clients). This
figure shows that the average hop count needed before get-
ting content according to the topology we used was about 15
hops in case of the regular method of constructing the P2P
network, while the average was around 5 hops in case of us-
ing Content Anycasting. Which means; that using content
anycasting to construct a P2P network would improve the
overhead of joining the P2P network.

And in order to assess the server load in case of flash
crowd, we set our simulator to periodically burst a large
number of connections and then used it to count the num-
ber of connections that reached the server (or the P2P man-
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Fig. 9 The average distance in hops that the client request have to travel
prior to get the content in case of using central management P2P, and con-
tent anycasting with 4 cases; where each client is capable of serving 1, 2,
3, 4 other clients.

Fig. 10 Connections created by clients and connections served by the
server in each cycle of the simulation in case of regular P2P with central
management.

Fig. 11 Connections created by clients and connections served by the
server in each cycle of the simulation in case of content anycasting.

agement entity) at each simulation cycle. Next we ran this
simulation two times; first, using the regular method of con-
structing P2P network (see Fig. 10), second using content
anycasting to construct the P2P network (see Fig. 11).

Those figures show that in case of using the regular
methods to construct P2P network; all of the requests sent by
the clients have to reach the server (or the central manage-
ment entity) to be processed and replied back to the clients.
This is due to the way they operate; in which the client have
to consult the server or the management entity so that they
reply with the information needed to contact other peers.
While in case of using content anycasting the server does not
have to process all of the requests because the new clients
requests will be redirected by the network towards the other
peers, and so there is no need to consult the server (or the

management entity) prior to getting the content.
Also, a mathematical estimation for the load of imple-

menting the content anycasting on the network is shown
as follows. Assuming that D is the number of OpenFlow
routers or switches in a network, C is the number of clients
that are currently getting contents (current clients), and R
is the average number of redirections for each client (aver-
age number of new clients that each client can serve). This
estimation will be calculated in units of basic OpenFlow op-
erations. First the anycast manager will send a total num-
ber = 2 * D * C of redirections (OpenFlow’s flow modifica-
tions). And thus, each router or switch will receive = 2 * C
of redirections (OpenFlow’s flow modifications). The mul-
tiplier of two in the previous estimations is because; one
flow modification will be sent to install a redirection and
another will be sent to terminate a redirection. Also the
value = (R * C)/D represents the number of times on av-
erage each OpenFlow router or switch will carry out Open-
Flow’s actions. However those estimation are still insuffi-
cient to cover up all the details, and so, more work have to
be done in the future works - Sect. 6.

6. Future Works

In this study we faced many aspects that requires further in-
vestigation. First, the determination of the time out value
(see Sect. 3.1.2) must be studied in more detail, such as
the relationship between the time out value and the num-
ber of redirections stored in the router or switch, have to be
studied deeply. After that, an algorithm to be implemented
in the anycast manager for deciding the optimal time out
value based on the number of redirections in the routers or
switches in the network and their capabilities, and other re-
lated parameters.

Second, the method for terminating redirections (see
Sect. 3.1.2) is not an optimal one, however this method is
built to suit specifications of OpenFlow. And so, any Flow-
based network technology including OpenFlow must sup-
port an alternative method in addition to relying on a cen-
tralized controller to control the routers or switches. Thus, a
new mechanism or an enhancement to the method of inter-
action between the components of Flow-based technologies
as in OpenFlow have to be proposed, to facilitate the use of
Flow-based technology for future internet applications.

7. Conclusion

Providing new opportunities to the future internet is very
important. This requires the creation and adoption of new
technologies. Content Anycasting shows how to utilize the
capabilities of one of the candidate future Internet technolo-
gies that is the Flow-based network as in OpenFlow to giv-
ing new opportunities to the future internet that are currently
not available. In this paper we suggested a new technology,
and described our new design for content anycasting, which
aims to improve the availability of the content server, to in-
crease the number of clients served, and to reduce the delays
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imposed by P2P networks. Through this paper we showed
our design of content anycasting, which relies on both the
destination address and the content id to take the redirec-
tion decision. We also showed two examples that make use
of content anycasting that are; providing an enhanced pop-
ular large file distribution, and an enhanced P2P network.
Our preliminary simulation shows that using content any-
casting with only a single content server; load can be re-
duced to 20% (in case that each client is capable of serving
4 other clients) which is the same load using 5 replica con-
tent servers in case of the regular anycast. Which means that
according to our simulation content anycasting is capable of
achieving the same load on content server as the regular any-
casting while reducing the number of servers by 80%.

Moreover content anycasting showed that it is capable
of reducing the average hop count needed prior getting the
content by 74%(in the case studied in our simulation), be-
cause it makes use of the network to redirect packets and so
helps to redirect requests to a peer within the same network
rather than randomly choosing peers regardless of their lo-
cation. Also, content anycasting showed it can be used to
take the process of querying about peers one step ahead by
pre installing redirections on the network rather than having
the server to reply to all of the queries. And thus it improves
the availability of the server in many cases and especially in
case of flash crowds.
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